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NetEnt brings a battle of Christmas spirit 
to the North Pole in Santa vs Rudolf  

 

Supplier extends its holiday season catalogue with wonderful win-both-
ways video slot  

 

NetEnt is marking the most magical time of the year with the release of Santa vs Rudolf, 
bringing fun and festive cheer to the slot experience.  

Set deep in the snow dusted North Pole, the 5x3, 20 fixed-payline slot invites players to help 
Santa find his magic hat, hidden by the mischievous Rudolf, in time to deliver presents 
across the world.  
 
Santa vs Rudolf features two enticing Santa’s Gifts and Rudolf Spins Bonus Features and is 
packed with Re-Spins, Free Spins Wild substitutions and Walking Wilds, making for an 
incredibly exciting gameplay that will lighten up the holiday celebrations.   
 
With candy cane, sleigh bell and reindeer symbols decorating the reels, this beautifully 
designed slot offers huge win opportunities and magnificent prizes with a 96.35% Return-To-
Player.   
 
“Santa vs Rudolf is following on from the huge success and laughs of Jingle Spin and a 
merry addition to our seasonal portfolio that perfectly captures the joy and cheer of this 
holiday season. Santa vs. Rudolf continues the humorous trend with goofy antics from our 
two favorite holiday heroes battling it out for seasonal supremacy.  This narrative will be hard 
to resist even amongst the scrooges in our player base! Happy Holidays!” said Bryan 
Upton, NetEnt Director of Games.  
 
For additional information please contact:  
press@netent.com  
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NetEnt AB (publ) is a leading digital entertainment company, providing premium gaming solutions to the world’s 
most successful online casino operators. Visit games.netent.com to try our games. Since its inception in 1996, 
NetEnt has been a true pioneer in driving the market with thrilling games powered by their cutting-edge platform. 
With innovation at its core, NetEnt is committed to create the future of gaming. NetEnt is listed on Nasdaq 
Stockholm (NET-B), employs 900 people and has offices in Stockholm, Malta, Kiev, Gothenburg, New Jersey, 
Krakow, London and Gibraltar. www.netent.com 
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